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On parallel displacements in Finsler spaces.

By Masao HASHIGUCHI

(Received Dec. 26, 1957)

The notion of parallelism was introduced in Finsler spaces by many
authors, who gave interesting definitions thereof froin various points of
view. Most of these parallelisms are derived from some systems of axioms,
but the formulas representing them are more complicated than in the case
of Ricmannian geometry. So it seems to be interesting that we return to the
foundation of the theory and consider whether the complications of the
formulas are essentially unavoidable or not.

In this note we shall investigate what conditions are to be imposed on
connections in Finsler spaces in order that the analogons properties still hold
in our spaces as in Riemannian geometry. As the results of tbis consideration
we shall get a characterization of a Finsler metric among more general
metrics (Theorem 3) and it will be shown that the coirnection defined by E.
Cartan [4] as stated in Theorem 1 is the shortest and the fittest from our
standpoint (Theorem 2 and 13). Further, wc can immediately derive from it
the parallelisms defined by other authors. The parallel displaccments defined
by J. L. Synge [1], J. H. Taylor [2] and W. Bartliel [7] are special cases of
the one by E. Cartan, and the connections defined by H. Rund [5], [6] and
L. Berwald [3] are immediately obtained from it by applying Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3 respectively; and these lemmas give us two methods to define new
connections from a given one (Theorem 4).

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Prof. M. Matsumoto for the
invaluable suggestions and critisisms during the preparation of this note.

\S 1. Spaces with line-elements.

1. When we deal with the geometry of the differentiable manifold $\mathfrak{F}$

such that its properties depend not only on the points of $\mathfrak{F}$ but also on the
non-zero tangent vectors at each point, we shall call $\mathfrak{F}$ the space with line-
elements and the tangent vector the supporting element.

The set of all non-zero tangent vectors at the point $p$ is called the tangent
space at $p$ and denoted by $T_{p}$ . The set $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ of all non-zero tangent vectors
on $\mathfrak{F}$ is considered as a differentiable manifold, which is called the tangent
bundle. As is well known, the tangent vector $X$ at the point $p$ is locally
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expressed by $X=X^{i}\partial/\partial x^{i}$ in terms of the local coordinates $x^{i}$ defined in the
neighborhood of $p$ and the set $(x^{1},\cdots, x^{n}, X^{1},\cdots, X^{n})$ is used as the local coordi-
nates of $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ . When a tangent vector $X$ is regarded as a supporting element,
we shall specifically write $Y$ and $(x^{i}, y^{i})$ instead of $X$ and $(x^{i}, X^{i})$ respectively.

$2^{o}$ . When the regular curve $\tilde{C}$ in $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ is mapped on the regular curve
$C$ in $\mathfrak{F}$ by the projection to the base space $\mathfrak{F}$ , this curve $\tilde{C}$ is called the
regularly covering curve of $C$ . For example, if we have a regular curve $C$ in
$\mathfrak{F}$ expressed locally by $x^{i}=x^{i}(t)$ , then a curve $\tilde{C}$ expressed locally by $x^{i}=x^{i}(t)$ ,
$y^{i}=a(t)dx^{i}/dl$ is a regular curve in $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ and covers $C$ regularly, where $a(t)$

is to be everywhere positive and differentiable. We shall denote this curve
in $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ by $\tilde{C}_{a}$ , which does not of course depend on a special coordinate system
in $\mathfrak{F}$ . And when a differentiable vector field $Y$ is given, we can take a
regularly covering curve $\tilde{C}_{Y}$ for any regular curve $C$ in $\mathfrak{F}$ by the natural
way as follows. That is, expressing locally $C$ and $Y$ by $x^{\dot{t}}=x^{i}(t)$ and $Y=y^{i}\partial/\partial x^{i}$

respectively, then $\tilde{C}_{Y}$ is defined by $x^{i}=x^{i}(t),$ $y^{i}=y^{i}(x(l))$ .
3. When we deal with the function defined on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ , we have to pay

attention to its homogeneity and use the well-known Euler’s relation if we
need. We shall first give a few words about them. Let $f$ be a function
defined on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ . If, at every point $X$ of $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ , the relation $f(\lambda X)=\lambda^{?\prime\iota}f(X)$ is
satisfied for any $\lambda>0$ and a fixed integer $m$ , then this function $f$ is called
the positively homogeneous function of degree $m$ . In terms of local coordi-
nates $(x^{i}, y^{i})$ of $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ this relation is expressed by $f(x, \lambda y)=\lambda^{m}f(x, y)$ . In this
case the following relations are known, that is:

$\frac{\partial f}{\partial y^{i}}y^{i}=mf$, $\frac{\partial^{2}f}{\partial y^{i}\partial y^{j}}y^{j}=(\backslash m-1)\frac{\partial f}{\partial y^{i}}$ etc.,

and $\partial f/\partial y^{i}$ is positively homogeneous of degree $m-1$ .
4. Let $T_{p}$ be a tangent space at $p$ in $\mathfrak{F}$ and $D_{p}$ its dual space. A tensor

of type $(s, r),$ $s$ being contravariant order and $r$ covariant order, is defined to
be a mapping of the direct product

$T_{p}\frac{\times\cdots\cdots\times}{r- time3}\frac{\times\cdots\cdots\times}{s- times}T_{p}\times D_{p}D_{p}\times T_{p}$

into $R$, assumed to satisfy the conditions:
1) it is multilinear in the first $r+s$ spaces,
2) it is positively homogeneous of degree zero in the last space.
The rule $g$ which assigns to every point $p\in \mathfrak{F}$ a tensor $g_{p}$ of type $(s, r)$

is called a tensor field of type $(s, r)$ on $\mathfrak{F}$ . To any differentiable vector fields
$X_{1},\cdots,$ $X_{\gamma}$ on $\mathfrak{F}$ and any differentiable l-forms $\omega_{1},\cdots,$ $\omega_{s}$ , corresponds the func-
tion $\tilde{g}[X_{1},\cdots, X_{r}, \omega_{1},\cdots, \omega_{s}]$ by the relation

$\tilde{g}[X_{1},\cdots, X_{r}, \omega_{1},\cdots, \omega_{s}](Y_{p})=g_{p}(X_{1},\cdots, X_{r}, \omega_{1},\cdots, \omega_{s}, Y_{p})pppp$
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for all $Y_{p}\in \mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ . The tensor field $g$ is called differentiable if $\tilde{g}[X_{1},\cdots,$ $X_{r}$ ,
$\omega_{\rfloor},\cdots,$ $\omega_{s}$] is the differentiable function on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ for any differentiable $X_{i}$ and
$\omega_{i}$ . For a coordinate system $x^{i}$ we put

$g_{i_{1}\cdots t_{\gamma}^{j_{1}j_{s}}}=\tilde{g}[\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{i_{1}}},\cdots,$ $\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{i_{r}}},$ $dx^{j_{1}},\cdots,$ $dx^{j_{s}}]$ ,

which are called the components of $g$ in terms of this coordinate system. Let
$g_{\alpha_{1}\cdots\sim}\leftarrow r^{\int 3\cdots\beta_{g}}1$ be the components of $g$ in terms of new local coordinates $x^{\alpha}$ , then
we have the following law of transformation:

$ g_{\alpha_{1}\cdots\alpha_{r}^{\beta 1\beta_{S}}}=g_{i_{1}\cdots i_{r^{j_{1}\cdots j_{\$}}}}\partial_{X}^{-\frac{i}{\alpha_{1}}\frac{\partial_{X^{i}}^{r}}{\partial x^{\alpha_{r}}}\frac{\partial x^{\rho_{1}}\partial x^{\beta s}}{\partial x^{j_{1}}\partial_{\lambda^{j_{S}}}}}\partial x^{1}\ldots$.

\S 2. The notions of metric and connection.

5. Now we introduce a metric in our space $\mathfrak{F}$ . This is defined as a
differentiable tensor field of type $(0,2)$ which satisfies the following two
conditions:

1) $\tilde{g}[X, Y]=\tilde{g}[Y, X]$ for any differentiable vector fields $X$ and $Y$,
2) $\tilde{g}[X, X]>0$ for any non-zero differentiable vector field $X$

Now wc have $\uparrow f^{2}$ differentiable functions $g_{ij}$ on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ , which are components

of the metric tensor $g$ in terms of local coordinates: $g_{ij}=\tilde{g}[\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{i}},$ $\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{j}}]$ . By

means of the above definitions of the tensor field and the metric, we can
easily see that

1) $g_{ij}=g_{ji}$ ,

2) Let $x^{\alpha}$ be new local coordinates, and if $g_{\alpha\beta}=\not\in\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{\alpha}}$ , $\frac{\partial}{\partial x^{\beta}}]$ , then

$g_{\alpha\beta}=g_{ij}\frac{\partial x^{i}\partial x^{\prime}}{\partial x^{\alpha}\partial x^{\beta}}$ ,

3) $g_{ij}(x, y)t^{i}t^{j}$ is positive-definite for $t\in R$,
4) $g_{ij}(x, \lambda y)=g_{ij}(x, y)$ for any $\lambda>0$ .
Conversely, if we have the system of functions $g_{ij}$ on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ satisfying the

above four conditions, we may define a metric by these functions and then
the $g_{ij}$ are components of the metric. We shall call $g$ the fundamental metric
tensor. As usual we can get the $\mathscr{J}^{j}$ as the inverse of the $g_{ij}$ , which determine
a tensor of type $(2,0)$ .

$6^{o}$ . Let a metric $g$ be introduced in our space. To $X_{p}\in T_{p}$ we shall call

$|X_{p}|_{Y_{p}}=\sqrt{g_{p}(X_{p},X_{p},Y_{p})}$

the length of $X_{p}$ with respect to the supportin element $Y_{p}$ . In particular, we
have the length of $X_{p}$ with respect to $X_{p}$ itself, which is called the absolute
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length of $X_{p}$ . In terIns of local coordinates we can express the length of the
vector $X_{p}$ with respect to the supporting element $Y_{p}$ by the form

$|X_{p}|_{Y_{p}}=\sqrt{g_{ij}(x_{p},y_{p})X_{p^{i}},X_{p^{j}}}$ .
The arc-length of a regular curve $C$ with respect to the regularly cover-

ing curve $\tilde{C}$ is defined by

$s_{\tilde{c}}=\int_{r_{0}}^{t}\sqrt{g_{ij}(x,y)\frac{dx^{i}}{dt}\frac{dx^{j}}{dt}}dt$ ,

where $C$ and $\tilde{C}$ are $expreSS_{\vee}^{\cap d}$ by the equations $x^{i}=x^{t}(t)$ and $x^{i}=x^{i}(t),$ $y^{i}=y^{i}(t)$

respectively. In particular, the length with respect to $\tilde{C}_{(t}$ is called the abso-
lute arc-length, where the curve $(_{p^{\urcorner}}\sim_{a}$ is the one defined in $2^{o}$ . In this place
we should note that, owing to the homogeneity of $g_{ij}$ , an arc-lcngth dces not
depend on the parameter of $C$, while the absolute length of the curve is not
necessarily equal to the length of its anti-wised curve.

7. An affne connection is defined by a set of differentiable l-forms $\omega_{j^{i}}$

on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ for each system of local coordinates in $\mathfrak{F}$, such that, when we set
$\omega_{J^{\dot{b}}}=\Gamma_{jk}^{i}dx^{lc}+C_{jk}^{\iota}dy^{k}$ ,

1) these coefficients satisfy the following law of transformation:

(1) $\Gamma_{\beta^{\alpha_{\gamma}}}=\Gamma_{jk}^{i}\frac{\partial x^{\alpha}}{\partial x^{i}}\frac{\partial x^{j}\partial x^{k}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\gamma}}+\frac{\partial x^{\alpha}}{\partial x^{i}}\frac{\partial^{\underline{\gamma}}x^{i}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\gamma}}$

$+C_{j^{i}k}^{\partial x^{\alpha_{i}}}-\partial x\frac{\partial x^{j}}{\partial x^{\beta}}\frac{\partial^{2}x^{k}\partial x^{\delta}}{\partial x^{\gamma}\partial x^{\delta}\partial x^{\iota}}y^{\iota}$ ,

(2) $C_{\rho^{a}\tau}=C_{jk}^{i}\frac{\partial x^{\alpha}}{\partial x^{i}}\partial x^{\beta^{-}}\partial\partial x^{j}\partial_{\frac{x^{k}}{\chi\tau}}$

2) the $\Gamma_{jk}^{i}$ are positively homogeneous of degree $0$ ,
3) the $C_{jk}^{i}$ are positively homogeneous of degree $-1$ and furLher

$C_{jk}^{i}y^{k}=0$ .
It is easily seen that the definition is consistent, though we have defined

in terms of local coordinates.
From now on we shall suppose that such an affine connection be given.

Let $C$ be a regular curve and $\tilde{C}$ be a regularly covering curve of $C$. Tangent
vectors $X(t)$ are said to be parallel along the curve $C$ with respect to $\tilde{C}$ if the
equations

(3) $\frac{dX^{i}}{dt}+\Gamma_{J^{\iota_{k}}}(x, y)X^{j}d_{d}x_{t^{\prime c}}+C_{jk}^{i}(x, y)X^{f}dy_{-=0}^{\prime c}dt$

are satisfied. When we take $C_{a}$ as $\tilde{C}$, the parallelism is called to be absolute.
In this case the vectors $X(t)$ satisfy the equations

(4) $\frac{dX^{i}}{dt}+\Gamma_{jk}^{i}(x,$ $\frac{dx}{dt})X^{j}\underline{d}dx^{k}\overline{t}+C_{jk}^{i}(x,$ $-dd\frac{x}{t})X^{j}\frac{d^{2}x^{k}}{dt^{2}}=0$
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for any differentiable $a(t)>0$ . We shall notice that the last two conditions
for the $\Gamma_{jk}^{i}$ and $C_{jk}^{i}$ are essential in order that the absolute parallelism does
not depend on the parameter of $C$.

We can parameterize the curve $C$ by its absolute arc-length $s$, and then
$C$ is called a relative geodesic with respect to $\tilde{C}$, if its tangent vector $dx^{i}/ds$ is
parallei along $C$ with respect to $\tilde{C}$. And if it is absolutely parallel along $C$,
then the curve $C$ is called the absolute geodesic, whose equations are as fol-
lows:

(5) $\frac{d^{\gamma}\lrcorner}{d}sx_{)}^{i}-+\Gamma_{jk}^{i}(x,$ $ds^{-)}dxdd^{X_{S}^{j}}\frac{dx^{k}}{ds}+C_{jk}^{i}(x,$ $\frac{dx}{ds})^{d_{d}x_{S^{j}}}\frac{d^{2}x^{k}}{ds^{2}}=0$ .

Now we should rhow that the parallelism thus defined does not depend on
a special coordinate system in $\mathfrak{F}$ . This is shown from the following con-
sideration. We sct for any vector field $X$ on $\mathfrak{F}$

$DX^{i}=dX^{i}+\omega_{j^{i}}X^{j}$

in terms of the local coordinates $x^{i}$ . In order that the operation $D$ has the
geometrical meaning, the following law of transformation should be satisfied:

(6) $DX^{\alpha}=DX^{i}\frac{\partial x^{\alpha}}{\partial x^{i}}$ ,

where $X^{\alpha}$ arc components of $X$ in terms of new local coordinates $x^{\alpha}$ . We
$s^{\backslash }hal1$ find the conditions for this. We have

$DX^{a}=dX^{a}’+\Gamma_{\beta^{\alpha_{\gamma}}}X^{\beta}dx^{\gamma}+C_{\beta^{\alpha_{\gamma}}}X^{\beta}dy^{\gamma}$

$=DX^{i}\frac{\partial x^{\alpha}}{\partial x^{i}}$

$+(\Gamma_{\beta^{\gamma}}^{\alpha}\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{j}\frac{\partial x^{\gamma}}{\partial x^{k}}-\Gamma_{jk}^{i}\partial x^{\alpha 2_{X^{\alpha}}}\partial x^{i^{+\frac{\partial}{\partial x}+C_{\beta T}^{a}}}j\partial\overline{x^{k}}\partial x_{j}^{\beta}\partial x\frac{\partial^{o}x^{\gamma}}{\partial x^{k}\partial x^{\iota}}J^{\prime^{l}})X^{j}dx^{k}$

$+(C_{\beta^{\alpha_{\gamma}}}\frac{\partial x^{\beta}}{\partial x^{j}}\partial_{\frac{x}{x}}r_{--C_{jk}^{i}}\partial^{k}\partial x_{i}^{\alpha}0x)X^{j}dy^{k}$ ,

hence in order that the relation (6) holds for any $X$, it is necessary and
sufficient that

$\Gamma_{\beta^{\gamma}}^{ct}\frac{\partial x^{\beta}}{\partial x^{j}}\frac{\partial_{X^{\gamma}}}{\partial x^{k}}-\Gamma_{jk}^{i}\frac{\partial x^{\alpha}}{\partial x^{i}}+\partial^{\frac{\partial^{d}\cap}{x}}J\partial xx_{\neg_{k}C_{\beta\gamma}^{oi}}^{\alpha}\partial x\partial x_{j}^{\beta}\overline{\partial}_{X}^{\partial}\frac{o_{X^{\gamma}}}{k\partial x^{\iota}}y^{\iota}=0$ ,

$c_{\rho\tau_{\partial_{X^{j}}}^{-}}^{\alpha}\partial x_{-\frac{\partial x^{\gamma}}{\partial x^{k}}-C_{jk}^{i}\frac{\partial x^{\alpha}}{\partial x^{i}}}^{\beta}=0$ ,

and from these equations we have the equations (1) and (2) as the conditions
to be found. This is the reason why we imposed the condition 1) on the
coefficients of the connection.

$8^{o}$ . When the length of a vector remains unchanged under the parallel
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displacement along a curve, the connection is called to be metrical. This
condition is expressed as $d(g_{ij}X^{i}X^{j})=0$ for any parallel vector field $X$, and
from this we have

LEMMA 1. (E. Cartan) The connection is metrical if and only if

(7) $--=\Gamma_{ijk}+\Gamma_{jik}\partial g\partial x^{i_{k}j}$

(8) $\frac{\partial g}{\partial y}z_{k}j-=C_{\dot{x}jk}+C_{jik}$ ,

where we put
$\Gamma_{ijk}=g_{jh}\Gamma_{ik}^{h}$ and $C_{ijk}=g_{jh}C_{ik}^{h}$ .

9. By means of a system of linear differential equations

(9) $\left\{\begin{array}{l}\frac{dP}{dt}=_{dl}^{dx_{-}^{i}}- e_{i}\\d_{d}e_{t^{\iota}}=(\Gamma_{i}^{j_{k}}\frac{dx^{k}}{dt}C_{i}^{j_{k}}-d_{d^{y_{t^{-)e_{j}}}^{k}}}\end{array}\right.$

$(i=1,2,\cdots, n)$

for $n+n^{\underline{o}}$ unknown functions $P$ and $e_{i}$ of one variable $t$ , any curve $C$ in $\mathfrak{F}$

and the one-parametric tangent spaces along $C$ may be developed in an
Euclidean space $E^{n}$ in the similar way as in Riemannian geometry, and then
most properties in Riemannian geometry still hold in our space. For ex-
ample, the developed vectors of any parallel vector field along a curve in $\mathfrak{F}$

are also parallel in $E^{n}$, and the geodesic in $\mathfrak{F}$ is developed upon a straight
line in $E^{n}$ . In case a metric is introduced in $\mathfrak{F}$ , we take initial conditions
in (9) such that $e_{i}e_{j}=g_{ij}$ . Then, if the connection is metrical, the Euclidean
length of the developed vector is equal to the one of the corresponding vector
in $\mathfrak{F}$ and so on.

Now we suppose that coefficients $C_{jk}^{i}$ of a connection satisfy the equations

(10) $C_{jk}^{i}y^{j}=0$ .
Under the parallel displacement along a curve $C$, if we take in particular
the supporting element $Y$ to be parallel, $i$ . $e$ .

(11) $\frac{dy^{i}}{dt}+\Gamma_{jk}^{i}y^{j}\frac{dx^{7c}}{dt}+C_{jk}^{i}y_{dt^{-}}^{J-}dy^{k}=0$ ,

then we have

(12) $-d\overline{t^{i}}=-\Gamma_{jk}^{i}y^{j}\frac{dx^{k}}{dt}dy$

and consequently the equations (9) may be written in the form

$\frac{de_{i}}{dt}=\Gamma_{i}^{*j_{k}}\frac{dx^{k}}{dt}e_{j}$ ,

where
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(13) $\Gamma_{jk}^{*i}=\Gamma_{jk}^{i}-C_{jl}^{i}\Gamma_{m^{l}k}y^{m}$ .
If we develope an infinitesimal circuit $(dx, \delta x)$ in an Euclidean space $E^{n}$ , then
it is easily seen that the difference between the initial point and the terminal
one is expressed by $(\Gamma_{fk}^{*i}-\Gamma_{kj}^{*i})\times\delta x^{j}dx^{k}e_{\dot{t}}$ . Since (12) has a solution, we can
always take the regularly covering curve $\tilde{C}$ such that its $y^{i}$-coordinates satisfy
(12). However by the direct calculation independently of the above geo-
metrical consideration, we observe that the quantities

$S_{jk}^{i}=\Gamma_{jk}^{*i}-\Gamma_{kj}^{*i}$

are the components of a tensor field of type $(1,2)$ , where the condition (10) is
essential. This tensor field depends only on the affine connection and is called
the torsion tensor field of this connection.

Moreover, in the above calculation we notice that the $\Gamma_{jk}^{*i}$ and $C_{jk}^{*\iota}(=0)$

satisfy all of the conditions for the coefficients $\Gamma_{jk}^{i}$ and $C_{jk}^{i}$ of the connection.
Hence we have

LEMMA 2. Let a connection be defined in the space $\mathfrak{F}$ by the quantities $\Gamma_{jk}^{t}$

and $C_{jk}^{i}$ such that $C_{J^{i_{k}}}y^{j}=0$ . Then we can define a nezv connection in $\mathfrak{F}$ by the
above $\Gamma_{j}^{*i_{k}}$ and $C_{jk}^{*t}$ . This is not in general metrical unless the supporting ele-
ment is taken to be parallel, even if the $ori\dot{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}nal$ connection is metrical.

Finally we remark that the quantities

(14) $\tilde{\Gamma}_{J^{i_{k}}}=_{2\partial\overline{y^{j}}}^{1\partial_{\overline{\partial^{2}y^{k}}}}--(\Gamma_{hl}^{i}y^{h}y^{\iota})$

and $C_{jk}^{*i}(=0)$ satisfy all of the conditions for coefficients $\Gamma_{jk}^{i}$ and $C_{jk}^{i}$ of the
connection. This follows immediately from the equation (1), making use of
(10)$t$

. Thus we have
LEMMA 3. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 2 we can define a new

connection in $\mathfrak{F}$ by the ’above $\tilde{\Gamma}_{jk}^{i}$ and $C_{jk}^{*i}$ , though it is not in general metrical,
even if the original connection is metrical.

\S 3. The normal metric.

$10^{O}$ . Let $C$ be a curve in $\mathfrak{F}$ defined by $x^{i}=x^{i}(t)$ , and denote by $A$ and $B$

the points of $C$ with the respective parametric value $t_{0}$ and $t_{1}$ . The equations
$x^{i}=x^{i}(t)+\epsilon v^{i}(t)$ ,

where $\epsilon$ is an infinitesimal and $v_{\kappa}^{tp}are$ functions of $t$ , define a curve $\overline{C}$ nearby
$C$ and passing through $A^{\prime}(t_{0})$ and $B^{\prime}(t_{1})$ which are nearby $A$ and $B$ respec-
tively. Let a metric be introduced in $\mathfrak{F}$ , and putting $F=\mapsto_{g_{ij}(x,x^{\prime})x^{\prime i}x}/j$

where $x^{\prime i}=dx^{i}/dt$ , the first variation of the absolute length of $C$ is given by

$\delta s=\epsilon\int_{t_{0}}^{t_{1}}\{\frac{\partial Fd}{\partial x^{k}dt}(\frac{\partial F}{\partial xk})\}v^{k}dt+[\frac{\partial F}{\partial xk}(\epsilon v^{k})]_{t_{0}}^{\iota}1$
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The curve satisfying the differential equati $(\prime n\circ$

(15) $\overline{d}^{d_{\overline{t}}}(\frac{\partial F}{\partial x’ k})-\frac{\partial F}{\partial x^{k}}=0$

is called the stationary curve.
Now let $C$ be a stationary curve, and then we have

$\delta s=[-\frac{\partial F}{\partial x’ k}(\epsilon v^{k})]_{t_{0}}^{t_{\iota}}$ ,

where $cv^{7_{\vee}}(t_{0})$ and $cv^{k}(t_{1})$ are variations of coordinates of the extreme points $A$

and $B$ respectively. The direction of the vector $X$ satisfying

$\frac{\partial F}{\partial x’ k}X^{k}=0$

is called to be transversal to the stationary curve $C$ , and if we translate the
stationary curve $C$ such that its extreme points lie on the direction trans-
versal to $C$, then the above variation $\delta s$ is zero.

Contrary to the case of Riemannian geometry, a transversality does not
in general coincide with an orthogonality. In fact, we have

$\frac{\partial F}{\partial x^{i}}=F1(g_{ik}x^{\prime k}+-2-\frac{\partial g_{j}}{\partial x’}1_{k_{i}}x^{\prime j}x^{\prime k})$ ,

therefore $\partial F/\partial x^{\prime i}X^{t}=0$ does not in general give $g_{lk}x^{\prime k}X^{i}=0$ . If we assume
that the metric satisfies the equations

(16) $\frac{\partial g_{i}}{\partial y^{k}}y=0$ $(j, k=1,2,\cdots, n)$ ,

we obtain $\partial F/\partial x^{\prime i}=g_{ih}x^{\prime k}/F$, and consequently the transversality coincides
with the orthogonality. Next, if in place of a general parameter $t$ we use
the absolute arc-length $s$ of the curve, then the equations (15) are rewritten
in the form

(17) $\frac{d^{2}x^{i}}{ds^{2}}+\gamma_{J^{i_{k}}}\frac{dx^{j}}{ds}\frac{dx^{k}}{ds}$

$+g_{k}^{ih_{\frac{\partial g_{j}}{\partial x’}-\frac{dx^{j}}{ds}\frac{d^{2}x^{k}}{ds^{2}}+\frac{1}{2}g^{ih}\frac{d}{ds^{\backslash }}}}h(\frac{\partial g_{j}}{\partial x}kh-\frac{dx^{j}}{ds}\frac{dx^{k}}{ds})=0$ ,

which are the differential equations of the stationary curve, where
$\gamma_{J^{i_{k}}}=g^{ih}\gamma_{jhk}$ ,

and
$\gamma_{jhk}=\frac{1}{2}(\frac{\partial g_{jh}}{\partial x^{k}}+\frac{\partial g_{hk}\partial g_{k}}{\partial x^{j}\partial x}hJ_{-)}$ .

If we assume that the metric satisfies (16), then we see immediately that (17)

has the familiar form in Riemannian geometry, $i$ . $e$ ,
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(18) $\frac{d^{2}x^{i}}{ds^{2}}+\gamma_{J^{i_{k}}}\frac{dx^{j}}{ds}\frac{dx^{k}}{ds}=0$ .

Since $\partial g_{xj}/\partial y^{k}$ are the components of the tensor field of type $(0,3)$ , the
condition (16) does not depend on the special coordinate system. Such a
metric is called to be normal and from now on we shall consider the normal
metric alone.

11. Let us find an example of a metrical connection in the space with
the normal metric and from this determine the general form of connections
which may be defined in our space. To do so it is sufficient to find $\Gamma_{jk}^{i}$ and
$C_{jk}^{i}$ satisfying the three conditions of a connection. With the condition (8)

in our mind we put

1 $\partial g_{jr_{t}}$

$C_{j}=2^{-}\partial y^{k}$

and then these $C_{j_{l}k}$ are differentiable functions on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$ , which satisfv all of
the necessary conditions for coefficients of a connection. Hence in order to
solve (1), it is $s^{\backslash }ufficient$ to {ind $\Gamma_{jhk}$ such that

$\Gamma_{\beta\lambda^{\gamma}}=\Gamma_{jhk}\frac{\partial x^{j}\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial x^{k}}{\partial x^{\gamma}}+g_{fh}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial}{\partial x}\beta^{)}\frac{x^{j}}{\partial x^{\gamma}}+\frac{1}{2}\frac{\eta}{k}\frac{\partial x^{f}}{\partial x^{\beta}}\frac{o^{\gamma}\theta}{\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial^{2}x^{k}\partial x^{\delta}}{\partial x^{\gamma}\partial x^{\delta}\partial x^{\iota}}y^{\iota}\underline{\partial}_{\partial}g_{y^{j}}$

,

On the other hand $\gamma_{jhk}$ satisfy the following equations of transformation:

(19) $r_{\beta\lambda 7}=r_{jhk^{-}}^{\partial}\partial^{\frac{x^{j}}{x^{\beta}}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial x^{k}}{\partial x^{\gamma}}+g_{jh}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial^{2}x^{j}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\gamma}}}$

$+\frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial g_{jh}}{\partial y^{k}}(\frac{\partial x^{j}}{\partial x^{\beta}}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial^{2}x^{k}}{\partial x^{\gamma}\partial x^{\delta}}+^{\partial}\frac{\partial x^{j}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}-\partial\frac{x^{h}}{x^{\gamma}}\frac{\partial^{9}x^{k}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\delta}}\frac{\partial x^{j}}{\partial x^{\gamma_{d}}}.\wedge\partial\partial-x_{\overline{\theta}_{\lrcorner}}^{\hslash}x-\frac{\partial^{2}x^{k}}{\partial x^{\lambda}\partial x^{\delta}})\frac{\partial x^{\delta}}{\partial x^{\iota}}y^{\iota}\llcorner$

Hence if we put $\mu_{7^{hk}}=\Gamma_{jhk}-\gamma_{jhk}$ , then we have

(20) $\mu_{\beta\lambda \mathcal{T}}=\mu_{jhk}\partial x\partial x_{\beta^{\prime}}\partial x_{\lambda^{b}}^{f}\partial x\partial x^{k}\partial x_{\overline{r}}$

$--21$ $\partial_{\partial}g_{y^{J_{k^{h_{-(}}}}\partial x^{\frac{j}{\lambda}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\gamma}}\frac{\partial^{2}x^{k}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\delta}}\frac{\partial x^{j}}{\partial x^{\gamma}}}}\partial x\partial^{\frac{x^{h}}{\chi\theta}\frac{\partial^{2}x^{k}}{\partial x^{\lambda}\partial x^{\delta}})\frac{\partial x^{\delta}}{\partial x^{l}}y^{l}}\partial$ .

Making use of (19) and the normality condition of the metric we have

$\gamma_{\beta^{\mu_{\gamma}}}y^{\beta}y^{\gamma}=\gamma_{J^{l_{k}}}y^{j}y^{k}\frac{\partial_{X^{\prime J}}}{\partial x^{l}}+\frac{\partial^{2}x^{\iota}\partial x^{\beta}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\gamma}\partial x^{b}}\frac{\partial x^{\gamma}}{\partial x^{c}}y^{b}y^{c}\frac{\partial x^{\mu}}{\partial x^{l}}$

Now we define
1

$c_{2^{-\gamma_{J^{l_{k}}}.y^{j}y^{k}}}^{\iota_{=-}}$

and then a differentiation of $G^{\prime t}$ by $y^{\lambda}$ gives

$\frac{\partial G^{fJ}}{\partial y^{\lambda}}=\frac{\partial G^{l}}{\partial y^{h}}\frac{\partial x^{fJ}}{\partial x^{\iota}}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}+\frac{\partial^{2}x^{\iota}\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\mu}}{\partial x^{\beta}\partial x^{\lambda}\partial x^{b}\partial x^{\iota}}y^{b}$ .
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Accordingly if we determine $\mu_{jhk}$ as

$\mu_{jhk}=\frac{1}{2}(\frac{\partial g_{jk}}{\partial y^{l}}\frac{\partial}{\partial}\frac{\partial}{\partial}y^{h}G^{\iota_{g_{hk_{-\frac{\partial}{\partial}}}G_{j^{l}}}}y^{l}y)$

then these satisfy (20), and $\gamma_{jhk}+\mu_{fhk}$ are differentiable functions on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$

which are positively homogeneous of degree $0$ . Wc state these results in the
theorem:

THEOREM 1. In the space with the normal metric, the quantities

(21)
$\{$

$C_{jhk}=_{k}^{jh}\frac{1\partial g}{2\partial y}-$

$\Gamma_{jt\iota k}=\gamma_{jhk}+\mu_{jhk}$

define a metrical conneclion. Moreover, its torsion tensor is zero and the abso-
lute geodesic coincides with the stationary curve.

That the torsion tensor be zero is verified by proving

$\gamma_{jhk}y^{j}=\frac{\partial G}{\partial y}k^{\hslash_{-}}$

Once we find one example of a connection, it is easy to determine the
:eneral form of the connection which may be defined in our space. We set

(22)
$\{$

$C_{jhk}=\frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial g_{j}}{\partial y}k^{\underline{h}}+B_{j7\iota k}$

$\Gamma_{jhk}=\gamma_{jhk}+\mu_{jhk}+A_{jhk}$

and consider the conditions which are satisfied by $A_{jhk}$ and $B_{jhk}$ , and then we
have easily the following results.

THEOREM 2. Let $A_{jhl\mathfrak{i}}$ and $B_{jhk}$ be any differentiable functions on $\mathfrak{B}(\mathfrak{F})$

satisfying the following equations of transformation:

$A=A_{jhk}^{\partial}\partial^{\frac{x^{k}}{x^{\gamma}}+B_{jhk}\frac{\partial x^{j}}{\partial x^{\beta}}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial^{2}x^{k}}{\partial x^{\gamma}\partial x^{\delta}}\frac{\partial x^{\delta}}{\partial x^{\iota}}y^{\iota}}$

$B_{\beta\lambda T}=B_{jhk}\frac{\partial x^{j}}{\partial x^{\beta}}\frac{\partial x^{h}}{\partial x^{\lambda}}\frac{\partial x^{k}}{\partial x^{\gamma}}$ ,

such that $A_{jhk}$ and $B_{jhk}$ are positively homogeneous of degree $0$ and $-1$ respec-
tively, and the latter yields the condition $B_{jhk}y^{k}=0$ . Then the coeJficients $\Gamma_{jhk}$

and $C_{jhk}$ of the general connection which may be defined in the space with the
normal metric are given by (22).

Farther, the condilion that the connection be metrical is expressible in the
tenns that both of $A_{jhk}$ and $B_{jhk}$ be skew-symmetric with respect to the first two
indices.

$12^{o}$ . Through these considerations of the space with line-elements, we
shall notice that it would be hardly expected that analogous properties still
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hold in our space as in a Riemannian space, unless we assume the metric to
be normal. Actually the normal metric is nothing else but a Finsler metric.
Thus we have a characterization of a Finsler space.

$T_{H1_{-}^{\neg}OREM}3$ . A necessary and sufficienl condition that a metric be normal,
is lhai $tf\iota e$ metric be a Finsler metric.

PROOF. Putting $F=\sqrt{g_{ij}(x}i^{-}j$ we have

$--\frac{\partial^{9}}{\partial y^{i}}2\partial 1F_{J^{j}}^{2},=g_{ij}+^{\partial_{\partial}g_{\mathcal{Y}^{m_{J}i}}}y^{m_{-\ulcorner}}2^{-}1\partial_{\mathcal{Y}}^{\partial_{j}}(\frac{\partial g_{m}}{\partial y}i^{\underline{n}}y^{m}y^{n})$ ,

from which it follows $g_{ij}=_{2}^{1}-$ $\partial^{9}F^{2}/\partial y^{i}\partial y^{j}$ by the normality condition of the

metric. Moreover, $F$ as above defined satisfies the conditions imposed upon
the fundamental metric function in a Finsler space. Hence $g_{ij}$ define a
Finsler metric. The sufficiency is immediate from the homogeneity of a
Finsler metric.

\S 4. The connection of E. Cartan.

13’. We shall notice from the above discussions that the connection
stated in Theorem 1 is the shortest and the fittest. Of course, if we put
$C_{jhk}=0$ , it might surely be the shortest, but it is not metrical by Lemma 1.
So it may be quite natural that we use $\partial g_{jh}/\partial y^{k}$ which are directly derived
from the most fundamental $g_{ij}$ . So in Theorem 2 we put $B_{J^{f}?k}=0$ . (This

condition is geometrically characterized as follows. Let us define thc abso-
lutc differential $DX$ of a vector field $X$ on $\mathfrak{F}$ by

(23) $DX^{i}=dX^{i}+\Gamma_{jk}^{i}X^{j}dx^{\lambda}+C_{jk}^{i}X^{j}dy^{k}$

and denote by $\tilde{D}X$ the absolute differential for $dx^{i}=0(i=1,\cdots, n)$ . If we assume
$\tilde{g}[\hat{L})^{\prime}X, Y]=\tilde{g}[X,\tilde{D}Y]$ for any vectors $X$ and $Y$ with a same origin, then we
have $B_{jhk}=0$ (cf. [4])). Thus $A_{jh\lambda}$. are thc components of a tensor field. Hence
the general form of $\Gamma_{jltl}$. is $\gamma_{\gamma\dagger 1A}+/t_{J^{1}k}$ added by a component of any tensor
field of { ype $(0,3)$ . And then if we assumc that its torsion tensor be zero, we
get $A_{j^{\gamma_{l}}k}=0$ . This is the connection defined by E. Cartan [4], which has the
desirable properties, as seen in Theorem 1. Thus we notice that the con-
ncction defined by E. Cartan is the shortest and the fittest. Moreover, it is
quite general in the sense that we can derive from it parallel displacements
defined by other authors. We shall see this in the following.

14. Let the connection of Il. Cartan be defined in the space $\mathfrak{F}$ In this
case the equations (3) become as follows:

(24) $dX^{i}dx1dt-dl2g$
$\partial y^{k}$ $dt$

$ih\partial g_{jh}X^{j}dy_{-=0}^{k}$ .
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The parallel displacement of a vector along a curve $C$ with respect ${}^{t}oC_{a}--$

the one defined by Synge [1] and Taylor [2]. In fact, since

$/1_{jhk}(x,$ $d^{x_{-)_{dl^{k}}}}d_{t}dx_{-=0}-$

(24) is reduced to their $for\ln$

(25) $d_{d}X_{t}^{i}+\gamma_{J^{i_{k}}}X^{j}d_{d}x_{t^{-+}}^{k}12g^{ih}\partial g_{jn_{-X^{j}}}\partial y^{k}d_{d^{\mathcal{Y}}l^{k}}=0$ ,

where $y^{i}=d\tau:^{i}/dt$ .
Since

1 $\partial^{2}F^{2}$

(26)
$g_{ij}=-\overline{2}\overline{\partial y^{i}}\overline{\partial y^{j}}$

where $F=\sim_{g_{ij}(x,y)y^{i}y^{j}}$ , we have

$2]$ $\partial_{\partial}g_{y^{j_{k^{\prime\prime}}}}=2^{-(+}1\partial_{\partial}g_{y^{j_{k}\underline{h}}}\partial g_{j^{--}}\partial g_{kj}\partial y^{hk}\partial y^{h^{-)}}$

’

which have the similar form as Christoffel symbols. It is as a formal gener-
alization of the parallelism in Riemannian geometry that Synge and Taylor
defined the parallelism in $\mathfrak{F}$ by the equations (25). However the quantities

1
$\gamma_{J^{l_{k}}}$ and $--\mathscr{J}^{h}\partial g_{jh}/\partial y^{k}2$ do not satisfy the first condition of a connection and

so have no geometrical meaning except absolutely parallel displacements.
And the parallel displacement of a vector $X$ with respect to $\tilde{C}_{X}$ is the

one defined by Barthel [7], where $\tilde{C}_{X}$ is the curve as stated in 2 and $X$ is
the vector itself to be displaced. In fact, in this case we have $\partial g_{jh}(x, X)/$

$\partial y^{k}X^{j}=0$ and since $G^{\iota}$ is positively homogeneous of degree 2, we have
$\partial G^{\iota}(x, X)/\partial y^{j}X^{j}=2G^{l}(x, X)$ , whence it follows that

$\mu_{jhk}(x, X)X^{j}=-\frac{1}{2}\gamma_{j^{l}m}X^{j}X^{m}\underline{\partial g}_{hk}(x_{\iota},\underline{X)}\partial y$

so (24) is reduced to his form

(27) $\frac{d}{d}\frac{i}{t}+X(\gamma_{J^{i_{k}}}-\frac{1}{2}g^{it\iota}\underline{\partial}\partial g_{h\underline{k}}y^{\iota}\gamma_{j^{l}m}X^{m})X^{j}\frac{dx^{k}}{dt}=0$ ,

where $y^{i}=X^{\iota}$ .
The quantities $B_{jk}^{i}$ defined by

(28) $B_{jk}^{i}=\gamma_{jk}^{i}-\frac{1}{2}g^{ih}\partial y^{\iota}-\gamma_{J^{l_{m}}}y^{m}\underline{\partial}g_{hk}$

and $C_{jk}^{*t}(=0)$ do not also satisfy the first condition of a connection and so
have no geometrical meaning except the parallel displacement with respect
to the vector itself. But contrary to the case of Synge and Taylor we can
define the absolute differential $DX$ of a vector field $X$ by

$DX^{i}=dX^{i}+B_{jk}^{i}X^{j}dx^{k}$ ,
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where $y^{i}=X^{i}$ , though the operation $D$ is not linear. Since in (25) the term
$d^{\prime})x^{i}/dt^{2}$ is contained, in the case of Synge and Taylor we can not define the
absolute differential (23).

Barthel introduced the notion of the volume inlo Finsler spaces regarded
as locally Minkowskian spaces and defined this connection, which has no
ambiguity of the supporting element.

Thus the parallelisms of Synge-Taylor and Barthel are special cases of
the metrical one of E. Cartan and so they are metrical.

15’. We remarked in Lemma 2 that $\Gamma_{jk}^{*i}$ and $C_{jh}^{*j}$. $(=0)$ define a new
connection, if $C_{jk}^{i}y^{j}=0$ as the case of the connection of E. Cartan. In this
case we have
(29) $\Gamma_{jhk}^{*}=\Gamma_{jhk}-C_{jhl}\Gamma_{m^{l}k}y^{m}$

$=\gamma_{J^{hk}}-\frac{1}{2}(-\partial_{\partial}g_{y^{j_{l}h}}\partial G_{k}^{l}\partial y+\partial g_{\iota k},\partial y^{\iota}\partial G_{j}^{l}\partial y-\partial_{\partial}g_{y^{j_{l}k}}-\partial\partial\frac{G^{\iota}}{y^{\prime\iota}})$ ,

where $G^{l}=2^{-\gamma_{m}^{\iota_{n}}y^{m}y^{n}}$

] . These are also expressed as follows:

(30) $\Gamma_{jhk}^{*}=\gamma_{jhk^{--}}^{1}2(^{\underline{\partial}g_{jn}}\partial y^{\iota}\gamma_{m^{\prime}h}+-\partial g_{hk}\partial y^{l}\gamma_{m}^{l_{j^{-}}}\partial g_{\lambda^{\wedge}}\partial y^{\iota^{f}}\gamma_{m’;}^{l})y^{\circ n}$

$-41\mathcal{E}iih(\partial \mathscr{J}_{j^{r}}\partial y\partial_{\partial}g_{y^{r_{s}k}}+^{\partial g_{k}^{ir}}\partial y\partial_{\partial^{g\underline{(}g_{s^{--}}(}\partial^{\sigma}’}\gamma_{)}()^{)})\gamma_{?n}$ “. $y^{m}y^{n}$

In fact, from the definition of $\gamma_{f}$ , we have

$\frac{\partial\gamma_{j}}{\partial y}lhky^{j}y^{k}=0$ ,

hence

$\frac{\partial G}{\partial y}k-=\gamma_{m^{l}k}y^{m}+\frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial\gamma_{m^{l}n}}{\partial y^{k}}y^{m}y^{n}l$

$=\gamma_{m}\iota_{k}^{1\partial g_{k}^{lr}}\mathcal{Y}^{m}+-2^{-}\partial y\gamma_{mrn}y^{m}y^{n}$

$=\gamma_{m^{l_{k}}}y^{m}+^{\partial g_{k}^{lr}}\frac{1}{2}g_{\partial y}7S^{--\gamma_{m^{s_{\eta}}}y^{m}y^{n}}$

$=\gamma_{m^{l}k}y^{m}-\frac{1}{2}g_{k^{\underline{S}}}^{lrr}\frac{\partial g}{(\partial y}\gamma_{m^{S}n}y^{m}y^{n}$ .

Since we see by (26) that
$-\partial g_{rs}\partial g_{\gamma k}=-$ $--=\partial g_{jh}\underline{\partial}g_{h\llcorner}$

$\partial y^{k}$ $\partial y^{s}$
’

$\partial y^{\iota}$ $\partial y^{j}$
’

we have
$-\partial_{\partial^{9}y^{j_{l}h}}\underline{\partial}G_{k}^{l}\partial\overline{y}=_{\partial y^{j_{l}\underline{\hslash}l_{k}}}^{\partial g}-\gamma_{m}y^{m}-\frac{1}{2}g^{lr}\frac{\partial}{\partial}gy^{r_{s}k}--\gamma_{m^{s}n}y^{m}y^{n}\partial g_{j}\partial y^{hl}$

$=\gamma_{m^{l_{k}}}y^{m}+-\underline{\partial}_{\partial 2^{-g_{hl}}}g_{y^{j_{l}\underline{h}}}1\partial g\partial y^{l_{j}r}$ $\partial g\partial y^{r_{s}k}\gamma_{m^{S}n}y^{m}y^{n}$ ,
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and if we substitute these into (29), then we obtain (30). These are exactly
the coefficients $P_{jhk}^{*}$ of the connection defined by Rund [6].

When this connection is defined, the parallel displacement of a vector
along a curve $C$ with respect to $C_{a}$ is the one defined by $P_{jhk}$ of Rund [5],

that is:
$\underline{d}_{d}X_{\overline{t}}^{i}+P_{jk}^{i}X^{j}\frac{dx^{k}}{dt}=0$ ,

where
$P_{jk}^{i}=r_{J^{i_{k}}}^{1_{-}\partial_{\partial}g_{y^{j_{l}h}}}-- 2^{a^{\circ^{\iota h}-}}\gamma_{m^{l_{k}}}y^{m}$

and $y^{i}=a(t)dx^{\iota}/dt$ .
Rund defined geometrically the covariant derivatives in his paper [5]

from the point of view that one should regard Finsler spaces as locally
Minkowskian spaces. In his paper [6], in which he investigated the curva-
ture properties from analytical aspects, he generalized for this purpose $\llcorner he$

coefficients $P_{jk}^{i}$ in [5] to $P_{jk}^{*i}$ .
And in the case of the connection by $P_{jk}^{*i}$ the parallel displacement with

respect to $\tilde{C}_{X}$ is again Barthel’s. Though the connection defined by Rund is
not in general metrical, this is metrical as stated in $14^{\circ}$ .

$16^{o}$ . Pinally we shall apply Lemma 3 to the connection of E. Cartan.
Since $\Gamma_{hl}^{i}y^{h}y^{l}=\gamma_{hl}^{i}y^{h}y^{l}$ , we obtain immediately

$\tilde{\Gamma}_{jk}^{i}=21-\partial_{J^{j}}^{-},\overline{\partial y}^{k}\partial^{2}(\gamma_{h}^{t_{l}}y^{h}y^{l})$

$=\gamma_{J^{\tau_{k}}}-|-(\frac{\partial\gamma_{h}}{\partial y}k^{\dot{t}}\underline{J}+\frac{\partial\gamma_{h}}{\partial y}J^{i_{\underline{k}}})y^{h}+\frac{1}{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\gamma_{h^{i}l}}{\partial y^{j}\partial y^{k}}y^{h}y^{l}$ ,

which are the coefficients of the connection defined by Berwald [3] making
use of the differential equations of the paths.

Also, in case a con $n\cap.ction$ be $defin_{\vee}\cap d$ by $\tilde{\Gamma}_{jk}^{i}$ and $C_{jk}^{*l}(=0)$ , it is easily
verified that the $para11eli_{\grave{\backslash }}^{\wedge},\iota ns$ with respect to $C_{a}$ and $\tilde{C}_{X}$ coincide with the
one defined by $P_{jk}^{i}$ of Rund and with the one of Barthel respectively.

Thus we have proved
THEOREM 4. Let the connection of E. Cartan be defined in a Finsler space

$\mathfrak{F}$ . The parallel displacement of a vector with respect to $C_{a}$ is the one defined
by Synge and Taylor, and the one with respect to the vector itself is $ihe$ one
defined by Barthel.

The connections defined by $P_{jk}^{*\iota}$ of Rund and by Berwald are obtained by
applying Lemma 2 and Lcnzma 3 respectively to Cartan’s connection. In both
cases the parallel displacement of a veclor with respect to $\tilde{C}_{a}$ is the one defined
by $P_{jk}^{i}$ of Rund, and the one with respect to the vector ilself is again Barlhel’s.

Mathematical Institute, University of Kyoto.
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